
Morning Skill class supply list 
 
 

 Basic Millinery Sewing Kit  
 Wire cutters 
 Needle nose pliers 
 Sewing shears  
 Scissors  
 Measuring tap 
 Dress making pins (and pincushion) 
 Thimble 
 (Clover) Wonder clips or pegs  
 Fabric marking pen or chalk  
 Hand sewing needles (also a curved needle - Amazon from John James)  
 Selection of threads 
 18” clear plastic ruler 
 Hat elastic 
 Combs 
 Millinery pins  
 Travel size hair dryer 
 Pencil or pen 
 Fray check 
 Scotch tape 
 Fast drying fabric or craft glue 
 Small spray bottle 
 Plastic cling wrap and press-and-seal wrap 

 
  



 

 

 

Jane Taylor – Hat Surgery  
 Bring your troublesome pieces – unfinished hats, difficult materials, interesting blocks 

 
  



 

Mela Hoyt-Heydon  
Great Gatsby flapper 

  
¼ yard Italian nylon canvas – Since this is not readily available, Mela will provide as her gift to you. For 
those wishing to purchase it before hand, Mood Fabrics in NYC and Los Angeles, both carry it. 

  1 yard tulle or fine, soft mesh fabric 

  
Embroidered and/or beaded appliques to co-ordinate with tulle (Mela will have a large assortment to 
purchase from at cost) 

  Thread to match 

  2 yards 18- or 19-gauge millinery wire 

  Narrow white round elastic cord or hat elastic 

  Assorted diamante (rhinestones), small beads (Mela will have an assortment) 

  E600 or 450 glue for rhinestone attachment 

  Basic sewing kit 

  
Sewing machine-If you are driving and wish to bring your sewing machine you are welcome to do so. 
Arrowmont has a few machines for our use. 

 
  



 

 

 

Laura Del Villaggio  
Fabric manipulation 

  Premade sinamay or buckram fascinator base  

  
Large square of fashion fabric measuring a minimum of 4 times the diameter of your fascinator base. 
For example, if your base has a diameter of 7” then bring a square that is at least 28” x 28”  

  Thread to match your fabric  

  Embroidery floss and embroidery needles  

  $5 for the pinning kit to be provided by instructor  

  Optional: Beads and beading needles 

  Basic sewing kit 
 Please note this class also requires  

Sewing machines,  
and iron.  
If you are travelling by car, kindly bring extra to share with other students.  

  



 

 

Phillip Rhodes  
Leaf? Feather? Super useful! 

  Several yards of straw braid  

 Several yards of gold Christmas gift tie  

  Several yards of fancy coloured straw braids  

  Blocking pins  

  Matching thread  

  A simple dome crown block  

  A cotton pressing cloth  

  0.5 yard of fabric to make rouleaux contrast or matching to braids  

  A jewel or gold filling as trimming 

  Basic sewing kit 

 

Please note this class also requires  
Travel size steamer,  
and iron.  
If you are travelling by car, kindly bring extra to share with other students. 

 
  



 

 

Biliana Borissova  
Stencil cuts 

 Wool of velour felt, previously strongly stiffened, has to be dry yet. Two scraps of felt of the same 
color are needed, about 6” x6”.  

 Small scraps of brightly colored felt..  
 Peacock feathers, 4 or more.  
 Fabric glue 
 Basic sewing kit (especially sharp scissors) 
 Please note this class also requires  

an iron.  
If you are travelling by car, kindly bring extra to share with other students. 

 
  



 

 

Edwina Ibbotson  
Fabric covered Alice band 

 
A pre blocked, preferably still on the block -Alice Band, It can be Flat or Shaped 
( I am happy to supply the odd blocked piece ready to use for those who don’t have a headband or 
bandeau shape) Anyone who needs a Band to please kindly let me know by August 23rd 2024 ( 
Please expect a confirmation reply email from me to consider your Order has been noted)****  
 

Notes for Blocking your -Pre Blocked Alice Band/bandeau. 

I like to Block 3 or 4 layers or sinamay, pressed and stiffened ready to cover, If wanting a smooth 
fabric finish I also cover in a layer of tarlatan and then a layer of domette to give a completely 
smooth finish. However if you prefer, you can Spartrie, or buckram, for your base, the later a 
cheaper option but harder to sew option (not my favourite)  
Hat Blocks Australia offers selection of headband blocks  

 
Fabric 

0.5 metre of either a silk satin, silk duchess satin, silk Taffeta or a light weight Velvet, Re Velvet, it 
can be a polyester, nylon, viscose, acetate, or blends of synthetics and natural fibres, a silk mixed 
Velvet is my preference. ( velvet is good if wanting to ruche or Block straight ) 
 

 
Thread to Match 

 Invisible Thread 
 

A pusher ( a piece of corset bonding to help remove your Band from the block) 45-50 cm 1 inch 
wide ( #5) petersham ribbon to match 
 

 
Fine straw/ millinery needles, size 10 or 11 
 

 Basic sewing kit  
 Equipment: Steamer 
 Alice Band Block  

 


